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Vebermo pill boxes for personal use Pill Case Travel Pill Box
Drug Case Medicine Case

$6.99

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: 3G-00E2-7D1W

Availability: In Stock

First Available: 2021-07-27

Brand: Vebermo
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Vebermo pill boxes for personal use Pill Case Travel Pill Box Drug Case Medicine Case, Waterproof
Purse Pill Holder Supplement Case Portable Medicine Container Compact for Pocket,Storage Box for
Jewelry Earrings
 

[Exquisite Design] Medium Pill Case: Each pill case has 5 spaces. The inner lids and the seal ring are removable, recyclable and easy to clean. Small Pill Case: There are two mobile

card slots, you can DIY the size of the pill box you want.

[High Quality] Food-grade PP material containing wheat straw fiber and rice fiber. The fragrance of straw, non-toxic and does not harm the body.

[Waterproof & Moistureproof]: Buckle sealing guarantees pill case’s lid will stay closed when you put it into pocket. Sealing silicone ring has a better waterproof and moisture proof

function. It allows medicines, vitamins, and calcium tablets to have a longer shelf life.

[Use] Travel, travel and daily drug use, can store pills, vitamins, calcium tablets, etc., can also store small objects such as ring earrings.

 

Product description

Many people forget to take their vitamins as directed,. Hence, keep your vitamins in order and make taking pills more manageable by using a pill organizer:

- They can automatically manage complicated dosing schedules

- They streamline vitamins schedules and reduce the risk of errors (they eliminate the question;Did I take my vitamins today?

- They can reduce wastage of vitamins

- They can help people stay in their own homes longer, maintaining autonomy and independence By doing so, you not only increase the effectiveness of your therapy, but you

also reduce costs and medical errors, resulting in easier disease maintenance and management of your wellness.

- Travel Ready - Are you planning on traveling and need to take your pills? Our Vebermo pill case comes with an air tight function,keeping all your pills and supplements fresh,

lock and secure

- THE SAFEST MATERIAL - Pill organizers are made of plastic

- Our customers are 100% satisfied with our products and this shows in the feedback that we receive.If for any reason you are not absolutely satisfied with the pill case,we will

send a replacement

Is Discontinued By Manufacturer : No

Item model number ：V600124

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
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